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Social media (SM) are a core component of young people's lives and have been researched in relation to
relationship building and maintenance. While SM are known to be useful in supporting life transitions
for young people, we know little about the speciﬁc use patterns or activities associated with social
adjustment during the speciﬁc transition to university. We explore the use of social media during the
student transition to university in relation to theories of social comparison and community building and
describe a three stage process which accounts for this transition. Participants move through the stages of
afﬁrmation, assimilation and integration similar to other life transitions, but in doing so, we reveal the
importance of the intersection between ofﬂine and online activities and highlight the beneﬁts and
limitations of SM use in this transitional period.
© 2017 Published by Elsevier Ltd.1. Introduction
Adolescents rely upon social media (SM) as a core component of
their social lives (Boyd, 2014; Yang & Brown, 2013) and will typi-
cally use SM to build new peer afﬁliations, manage existing re-
lationships and stay informed about social activities within their
network (Lampe, Ellison, & Steinﬁeld, 2006; Pempek, Yermolayeva,
& Calvert, 2009). It is not surprising, then, that young people can
ﬁnd SM especially useful when moving from home to a new uni-
versity environment. These ‘emerging adults’ experience marked
change at this time, and use online services to bridge these kinds of
life transitions (Orzech, Moncur, Durrant, & Trujillo-Pisanty, 2016).
University students have demonstrated that they use SM when
searching for new relationships or maintaining existing friendships
(Ellison, Steinﬁeld, & Lampe, 2011; Lampe et al., 2006; Pempek
et al., 2009) and SM resources are particularly important for ﬁrst
year students seeking to build new relationships and establish a
sense of community at college (DeAndrea, Ellison, LaRose,
Steinﬁeld, & Fiore, 2012). Yet, little is known about how speciﬁc
use patterns or activities are associated with social adjustment to
university; how students use SM and digital communication tok (L. Thomas), p.briggs@
(F. Kerrigan).establish new communities, as well as maintain existing ones; how
students balance their online and ofﬂine identities during this
process; and ﬁnally the possible drawbacks of SM use during these
transitional periods. This study addresses these questions.
This empirical paper reports on a study of ﬁrst year under-
graduate students in the UK in relation to their use of SM when
transitioning from home to university in order to understand the
role played by SM in their transition. We contribute to this dis-
cussion by identifying similarities between our work and the
theoretical stages identiﬁed in previous work exploring when
people cross borders or cultures, as in the example of expatriates
living abroad (Mao & Shen, 2015), and literature on people coping
with acculturation. The paper is structured as follows: we describe
related work in terms of SM use in young adults, with a particular
emphasis on the literature on social comparison and identity-
management within SM, and a review of research surrounding
the role of SM in community building and the much smaller liter-
ature on SM use when making the transition to university. We then
outline and justify our own study, which uses novel methodology
to capture and interpret SM use during times of transition.2. Related work
There has been a rapidly growing body of research which seeks
to understand young people's use of SM technologies and their
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Ellison, Blackwell, Bayer, & Falk, 2016). Many of these studies
have focused on patterns of Facebook use in large part because it is
the most widely used of the social networks in a Western context,
but we should note at the outset, that SM use evolves quickly across
different platforms and that, while Facebook remains popular,
other sites such as Instagram, WhatsApp and Pinterest are seeing
an increase in their user base (Duggan, Ellison, Lampe, Lenhart, &
Madden, 2015).
Young people typically use SM to maintain and regain social
connections and for ‘identity work’ that includes the sharing and
tagging of photographs, the creation of ‘status updates’ and asso-
ciated forms of social approbation such as ‘liking’ posts (Ellison,
Steinﬁeld, & Lampe, 2007; Pempek et al., 2009; Sosik & Bazarova,
2014; Subrahmanyam, Reich, Waechter, & Espinoza, 2008). Such
exchanges can help to bind a community together, but can also
induce various forms of social anxiety. This is particularly true for
young peoplewho seek social approval to reinforce their own sense
of self, and who can sometimes be negatively affected by the social
comparison processes that accompany SM exchange (Feinstein
et al., 2013). These two elements: social comparison and commu-
nity building are explored further, below.
2.1. Social comparison
The social comparison processes invited by SM are well recog-
nised. For example, selﬁes are common currency on many SM sites,
but selﬁe posting is also associated with certain social pressures
such as the need to post positive ‘fun’ selﬁes and to try to gain
sufﬁcient ‘likes’ or risk damaging self-esteem (Pounders,
Kowalczyk, & Stowers, 2016). Such comparison processes are far
more likely to take place when the other members of a SM com-
munity are similar to the self, whether by age, sex, or other di-
mensions of identity (Knobloch-Westerwick&Hastall, 2006; 2010).
Young people spendmany hours viewing the posts of similar others
(Pempek et al., 2009) and inevitably are drawn into the process of
social comparison (Johnson & Knobloch-Westerwick, 2014). This
process, ﬁrst described by Festinger (1954), involves two possible
acts: people can either compare themselves unfavourably to others
e making an upward comparison (Gibbons & Gerrard, 1989;
Lockwood & Kunda, 1997) said to form part of the drive to self-
improvement (Collins, 1996), or they can compare themselves
favourably to others, making downward comparisons that can be
used to restore threatened self-esteem (Wills, 1981) and create
positive affect (Gibbons & Gerrard, 1989). These upward and
downward comparisons are part of self-presentation (Marder,
Joinson, Shankar, & Houghton, 2016). They affect the creation of a
desired self (Leary & Kowalski, 1990) and inform personal choices
about how to ‘look good’ (Wang, Hinsberger, & Kraut, 2016).
Goffman (1959) has inﬂuenced our understanding of the ways
that people might use self-presentation to claim membership of a
group or community. Goffman argues that, during periods of
transition, the ‘performers’ withdraw until they have established
new social norms and rules of interaction. In SM terms, this with-
drawal can take the form of self-censoring or editing elements of
the digital persona in order to avoid projecting an undesired image
to a new online audience (Lang & Barton, 2015; Marwick & Boyd,
2011). When this fails, or when SM users are tasked to ‘perform’
to multiple and diverse audiences simultaneously, then we talk
about this in terms of ‘context collapse’ (Marwick & Boyd, 2010).
While self-presentation in the presence of multiple audiences
can have positive effects (Leonardi, 2014), context collapse can have
negative implications since users ﬁnd it difﬁcult to meet the ex-
pectations of multiple audiences simultaneously (Xie & Kang,
2015). For example, Lang and Barton (2015) report that 84% ofusers have experienced being tagged in undesirable photos and
subsequently taken defensive action. According to Marwick and
Boyd (2010: 122), this creates “a lowest-common denominator ef-
fect, as individuals only post things they believe their broadest
group of acquaintances will ﬁnd non-offensive.” Furthermore,
recent research has found that users self-censor and edit their
ofﬂine behaviour in fear that content will be communicated online
causing self-presentational predicaments (Marder et al., 2016).
Kerrigan and Hart (2016) illustrated the importance of a temporal
approach to understanding performance on SM, as older online
selves may be seen as incompatible with new lifestyle or career
developments, and users have not yet developed practices for
dealing with past selves.
2.2. Community building
Ackerman et al. (2004) discussed the ways that an effective ICT
infrastructure can be used to bridge relationships within commu-
nities, providing the kind of ‘social capital’ platform that “enables
joint activities and cooperation for mutual beneﬁt” (Ackerman
et al., 2004). SM systems can support the development of social
capital and community cohesion (Malinen, 2015) while online so-
cial networking can also promote psychological well-being (Ellison
et al., 2007; Wellman, Haase, Witte, & Hampton, 2001).
When we explore the creation of new communities, or focus
upon communities in transition, thenwe can see that SM also has a
role in both creating and enhancing community relationships.
Across a wide range of contexts, including disenfranchised youth in
rural Sweden (Svensson, 2015) or new mothers in Canada
(Valtchanov, Parry, Glover,&Mulcahy, 2014), SM has been shown to
both mobilise and unite individuals. For new students wishing to
make an adjustment to university, SM offers a way to support the
transition from adolescence to adulthood and presents individuals
with the opportunity to tentatively build new relationships ‘at a
safe distance’ (Ferguson et al., 2016). Many students relocate when
starting university, and so become physically removed from their
close friends and family. They are then faced with the task of
maintaining existing connections whilst being surrounded by
thousands of unknown contacts (Scanlon, Rowling, &Weber, 2007)
from whom they need to forge new intimate bonds. Thus, both
relationship maintenance and establishment have been found to be
crucial to successful adjustment during the transition to university
(Buote et al., 2007; Swenson, Nordstrom, & Hiester, 2008) and, to a
certain extent, SM can support both (Ferguson et al., 2016),
although it has been argued that Facebook is more effective in the
maintenance as opposed to the creation of new student relation-
ships (Lampe et al., 2006). Ellison et al. (2007) argued that students
use Facebook primarily for keeping in touch with high school ac-
quaintances and classmates, although in a later survey of un-
dergraduates, Ellison et al. (2011) identiﬁed three SM strategies: 1)
initiating strategies, which allow for building connections with
strangers that have never been met ofﬂine; 2) maintaining strate-
gies, used to maintain existing relationships with close friends/ties;
and 3) social information seeking, to ﬁnd out information with
newly connected acquaintances. In Ferguson et al.'s (2016) small-
scale study, the use of Facebook to support social cohesion and
academic communication in a small group of student nurses was
clear, but the challenges of SM use in relation to building and
supporting a new professional identity were also outlined.
2.3. SM and the transition to university
These two processes of social comparison and community
building are important when we consider how young people make
the transition to university, although we ﬁnd more limited and
1 www.pinterest.com.
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Yang and Brown (2013) examined associations between Face-
book activity and social adjustment to college and found peer
interaction to be positively associated with adjustment. Yet, those
who were motivated to use Facebook to pursue new relationships
reported greater levels of loneliness and those who intended to
maintain existing friendships reported less loneliness. Conse-
quently, participants more often planned to use SM sites to stay in
touchwith existing friends, as opposed tomaking newconnections.
To a certain extent this ‘staying in touch’ via SM then became a key
factor in determining which of the old and new relationships sur-
vived. In their more recent work, Yang and Brown (2016) assessed
SM use during the transition to college, and found that deeper,
positive, more authentic self-presentation on Facebook was posi-
tively associated with perceived support from the audience, thus
raising self-esteem for those students. This same point was
demonstrated by Sosik and Bazarova (2014: 130) whomeasured SM
use in a sample of 256 students enrolled in a large northeast US
university, using an app that collected Facebook communication
between close friends in order to explore ‘relationship escalation’.
They noted the importance of a maintained presence on SM
arguing that: “frequent and recent communication through mul-
tiple Facebook channels can help partners convey a feeling of
closeness … while communication absence from each other's life
corresponds to alienation and relational de-escalation”.
We know less about the development of new relationships at
university, although many university programs explicitly seek to
promote SM networks for new students arriving on campus
(Swenson et al., 2008; Ye, 2006). This is understandable, as new
peer relationships and interactions have been shown to inﬂuence
students' adaptation to and retention in universities (Tinto, 1975;
Yang & Brown, 2013). For example, overseas students were able
to use SM to build new relationships with those from their host
country, rather than focusing on maintaining relationships from
home (Fraiberg & Cui, 2016; Saw, Abbott, Donaghey, & McDonald,
2013). DeAndrea et al. (2012) designed a student-centred SM site
to give students advanced information about other students and
staff. It was found that increased use of the website correlated with
increased perceptions of a diverse social support network, with
increased website activity also predicting successful integration in
college life. The activities engaged in prior to the start of term
included signposting to fresher's events and how to get the most
out of welcome activities. This kind of niche design of SM platforms
is helpful to facilitate new interactions at university, but says little
about how students manage to maintain the balance between their
community building and social comparison activities, nor does it
tell us anything about the balance between online and ofﬂine
communities.
2.4. Research gap
A limited body of work has demonstrated that SM resources can
be beneﬁcial when building new relationships at university. How-
ever, it also suggests that student concerns about the way they self-
present online can cause anxiety.We sought to explore this tension,
developing a research design which allows for a more holistic
consideration of SM usage, moving beyond a simple consideration
of Facebook as the dominant SM platform and taking into account
social activities before, during and after the transition to university.
The limited research that focuses on students forming new con-
nections (e.g. Ellison et al., 2011; Ferguson et al., 2016) fails to fully
explore how they balance their new vs old, online vs ofﬂine com-
munities to best effect. We need to develop greater theoretical
insight into how students edit and adapt their online and ofﬂine
identity during these transitional periods. Despite the frequentsocial comparison and self-management behaviour of younger
users, no work directly examines these behaviours in relation to
adjusting to university. Goffman's (1959) self-presentation theories
are relevant here, speciﬁcally the ‘adjusted’ self in times of transi-
tion, in which performers restrain their behaviour until they have
established the new rules of interaction. Finally, many studies focus
on the positives of SM in terms of increased social connectivity
when establishing new communities but fail to fully explore the
possible drawbacks of SM, such as over-disclosure to untrusted
individuals (Lee, Park, & Kim, 2013; Sleeper et al., 2016).
Our study focuses on the use of SM and digital data in a sample
of ﬁrst year undergraduate students during their ﬁrst six weeks at
the start of university. We use a novel methodology that asks the
students to gather their own SM and other digital communications
interactions week by week, using the platform ‘Pinterest’ 1 to
collect items of interest, effectively creating a pin-board of SM ac-
tivity for each week. This was used as a kind of ‘cultural probe’
(Gaver, Dunne, & Pacenti, 1999) to elicit rich discussion at inter-
view. In this way, we hoped to assess the role of SM during the early
few weeks as an undergraduate and better understand the role
played by SM in transitioning from home to university and un-
derstand that in relation to more personal forms of communica-
tions used. The following research questions were developed to
inform this study: How do young people use social media in times
of transition to university? How do young people balance the de-
mands of their online and ofﬂine communities? How do young
people manage the ‘context collapse’ when their old and new SM
communities collide?
3. Methodology
3.1. Participants
We recruited 25 university students (aged 18 or over) from two
UK institutions. In order to understand the transition to university,
respondents needed to be ﬁrst year undergraduates commencing
university in September 2015 andwho regularly used a broad range
of SM platforms. Six male and nineteen female participants, aged
18e22, took part. We recruited 13 British participants, with the
remaining 12 originating from Tanzania, Germany, Romania, Italy,
Lithuania, Bulgaria, Hong Kong, Indonesia, the Philippines, India
and Singapore.
3.2. Procedure
Participants were recruited through campus networks, adver-
tisements, SM postings and in class announcements. Once they had
agreed to participate, the students were invited to a project brieﬁng
where the data collection process was explained in more detail and
participants were introduced to the ﬁrst phase of data collection.
This required them to set up a Pinterest board where they would
post a range of broadly speciﬁed data documenting their use of SM
(e.g. Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, etc.) and digital data (e-mail, text
messages, instant messaging etc.) over a 6-week period. Board 1
covered the week before leaving for university, board 2 covered the
ﬁrst introductory week of university (‘fresher's week’), board 3
covered the ﬁrst week of lectures, board 4 the second week of
lectures, board 5 the third week of lectures, and ﬁnally board 6 the
fourth week of lectures. These boards were shared with the re-
searchers and analysis of the boards informed the design of the
interview guide used for the second stage of data collection.
In the following stage, we conducted in-depth semi-structured
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self-directed collation of their data, utilising the concept of a digital
scrapbook. Participants only had access to their own scrapbook
which consisted of their own data and that shared with them by
their friends and families. We wanted to understand what sorts of
interactions the students had during this time period, and they
were encouraged to ‘pin’ content that was solely their own, as well
as interactions with other people or groups. An average of at least
20 pins (i.e. postings) on each weekly board was requested. These
data were created by the participants in the period prior to coming
to university and immediately on arrival, but added to the Pinterest
boards retrospectively for the purpose of this study. An example
board can be seen in Fig. 1. After data collection was completed, the
boards were digitally shared with the researchers (by the partici-
pant granting access via the Pinterest platform). The subsequent
interviews helped us understand the participants' early experi-
ences of starting university, and set the context for their use of
media during this time, using the boards as a cultural probe around
which to focus the interviews. This study was carried out in
accordance with the recommendations of [anon] University Ethics
Committee, with informed consent from all participants. Electronic
permission to access Pinterest boards was revoked once interviews
had taken place, but participants gave permission to use anony-
mised screenshots of the resulting boards, as below. Pseudonyms
have been used throughout to protect participant's identities.
3.3. Data analysis
All interviews were audio recorded, transcribed, and a thematic
analysis was conducted. As a signiﬁcant amount of data were in the
form of “free-ﬂowing text”, they were analysed by ﬁnding meaning
in large segments of the texts rather than in isolated words, hence
coding the data (Ryan & Bernard, 2000). Each data corpus was
coded by all four members of the four-person research team,
working in pairs and then coming together to reach agreement
regarding the codes. Following Braun and Clarke's (2006) stages of
coding, it was ﬁrst important to familiarise with the data, which
meant reading and re-reading the transcripts. This generated initial
descriptive codes through constant comparisons between the data,Fig. 1. Anonymised example of a Pintand allowed us to search for key themes whereby patterns and
repetition emerged in the data. We then reviewed each emergent
theme against the overall data set, before developing higher order
codes; our ﬁnal themes. Once the ﬁnal themes were agreed, the
ﬁndings were prepared for write-up. The focus of this analysis was
on how the students utilised SM during the ﬁrst six weeks of uni-
versity, in particular the role of SM to enhance community building
and social comparison processes. Analysis led to the development
of our key ﬁndings explained below and our analysis resulted in the
identiﬁcation of the following practices; afﬁrmation, assimilation,
integration and social media use and barriers to integration as
discussed below.
4. Findings
Our analysis revealed a number of important ways in which
students used SM during the transition to university, but more
signiﬁcantly, showed us how online and ofﬂine activities inter-
sected as part of this transition. We present our key ﬁndings within
four sections. Firstly, we discuss how students use SM to support a
process of afﬁrmation - reﬂecting and celebrating the community
ties in existence prior to starting university. Secondly, we show how
they use SM to engage in the process of assimilation to the new
community, i.e. establishing a new university identity and making
new online and ofﬂine friendships during the transition from home
to university. Thirdly, we consider the act of integration e exploring
the kinds of ‘juggling’ that goes on to maintain identity ties with
both home and university communities. Finally, our interview data
revealed some of the ways in which SM acted as a barrier to inte-
gration, and we highlight the limitations of social media use in this
context. We describe our ﬁndings under these subheadings to
provide structure, yet we acknowledge the recursive nature of the
practises we describe, and the overlap of themes in places. In in-
stances where there is overlap, we have selected the stage we felt
was best ﬁt for the example.
4.1. Afﬁrmation- strengthening the ‘home’ identity
We found that in the early stages of transitioning to university,erest board as used in our study.
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participants. SM posts in the early weeks had a strong focus on the
process of saying goodbye to friends and family, but there was a
celebratory or appreciative tone to this, evidenced by family meals,
nights out with friends from home and so on, but also these posts
played an important role in reassuring those left behind:
My boyfriend was worried that me going to university was going to
alienate him so I was trying to put nice stuff about him on social
media. So he'd bought the Chinese take-away that we were having
that night and that's a fortune cookie from the Chinese take-away.
(Samantha)
While the posts did reveal a sense of excitement about going to
university, the need to represent the importance of relationships
being left behind was apparent:
Me and my best friend from home used to play the piano for a very
long time when we were younger, and I came across an old video of
us both playing at a competition, and I just decided to post it on
Instagram. I was feeling quite sad that week about leaving home as
I knew my life would change, new friends, new environment, new
language, everything. So I guess I was feeling quite nostalgic and
wanted to post something that would remind me of happier times
and something that symbolises my friendship with my best friend
from home. (Michelle)
It was important to our participants that they were still con-
nected to home through being kept informed and connected to
family life:
That's my dad sending me pictures of my dog. He's just showing me
that he took him to the pub, and he's all muddy. I love being ﬁlled in
on stuff about my dog. (Abigail)
We see from the extract above, that as well as generating con-
tent themselves, communication was not unidirectional, as par-
ticipants would often get prompts of home in the weeks after
moving to university. This was especially true for international
students who would get reminders of the cultural differences back
home, such as the native food and weather:
There are lots of pictures of [Italian] food and coffee from back
home, they just seem to be everywhere. And I seemed to be com-
plaining about the weather again as its 3 degrees here, which in my
world is freezing cold… It's such a cultural change, it's only natural
to miss home. (Luis)
These practices were documented as a way to remind the
participant, as well as their families, of their ties to home. It can be
seen as a means of strengthening home ties and afﬁrming
connectedness with a former life and place. It resonates with Lingel,
Naaman, and Boyd's (2014) work onmigrants to New York city both
in the sense of afﬁrming ties to friends and family, but also in the
sense of celebrating an identity that is tied to place. For themajority
of our participants, the ﬁrst Pinterest board reﬂected ties to home,
to people that were going to be missed, and the leaving parties or
meals that were planned. Homesickness was common for our
participants, but for some, the distance to travel home was much
greater, and therefore the leaving rituals were more notable:
This is my best friend. We spent my last day in Romania and we
spent it together. Because it was like the last week spending with
my family and my friends. So it was kind of important, because I
haven't been home for ﬁve months or so. (Lauryn)For international students, the distance from home made the
use of SM and digital technology even more important as a means
of keeping in touch:
I was using Skype literally every evening so I was a bit homesick.
I'm used to a completely different life where mom could cook
something for me to eat. That transition was really hard. Thanks to
social media, communicating with my father on Facebook or using
Skype to video chat, all these were extremely useful. And I think for
every international student, these inventions are probably number
one. (Nathan)
Participants said they would make attempts to retain a tradition
from home to comfort them whilst in their new environment. This
served as a comfort for them but also reassured their families that
they were settling in, and that family ritual was still important:
My mum she always used to cook me a lot of Indian food before I
came to uni, but then on a Tuesday she would also make pasta. So
now since I've started uni, I always make Indian pasta every
Tuesday and Thursday as it provides me with some home comfort
and some kind of routine I had when I was at home. I would also
Snapchat a picture of the food and send it to my mum. (Kaden)
Others have written about the importance of family rituals as a
means of celebrating the connectivity and shared values of family
life (e.g. Bell, 2009) and, more recently, the role that SM can come to
play in shared afﬁrmation of these family rituals (Petrelli & Light,
2014). What we see here is the role of the ritual in preparing the
way for transition, acknowledging, documenting and sharing
thoughts and images about what will be missed. This is part of the
process of ‘bridging the gap’, between home and the ﬁrst few days
at university. Students also took selﬁes with family, personalised
their accommodation with artifacts as reminders of home and
posted the pictures online as part of the process of afﬁrmation, and
joined societies or clubs that were part of previous home life to help
them settle:
I'm the type of person who has to feel at home. You want it to feel
safe and homely. So I remember putting up my photo wall in my
room next to my bed, so that it felt like everyone was closer to me
even though they are all the way back in Germany. (Anna)
Here, in the printing and pinning of photographs, drawn from
SM, we can also see the need to make these memories into more
tangible artifacts i.e. to become a touchpoint to home that exists in
the physical, ofﬂine world. This physicality can be important e
something noted by those writing about the value of ‘slow tech-
nology’, who have observed that virtual forms seem to be less
valuable that physical forms (Gerritsen et al., 2016). So, while we
recognise the importance of using SM in its digital form asmeans to
reconnect with an earlier life (Zhao et al., 2013) what we see here is
the importance of offering people from the old home some kind of
physical space in the new one.4.2. Adjustment & assimilation
All of our students were involved in making a major life tran-
sition and most were setting up home for the ﬁrst time, some in a
new country. The two universities involved in our study gave all
students the opportunity to use SM to help establish new peer
networks prior to their arrival on campus in order to better manage
the transition to university (a process supported by the ﬁndings of
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section, then, we report on the uptake of this opportunity,
describing the ways that students took advantage of SM, but also
the ways inwhich they were cautious about disclosure, particularly
during the ﬁrst two or three weeks, highlighting some of the ways
that they chose to ‘edit’ themselves or announce their new iden-
tities. This meant that students were engaged in a considerable
amount of identity work in the weeks before they felt comfortable
with their new ‘friends’.
In our sample, we found good uptake of the SM opportunities
created by universities to aid students in ﬁnding their ﬂatmates e
with a typical example being the creation of Facebook groups
organised around accommodation sharing. Our respondents were
thus able to connect with prospective housemates in advance and
used this to get to know each other:
My accommodation at [location] had its own Facebook page, and
people were posting their ﬂat numbers when they got their ﬂat
numbers. That's how I managed to ﬁnd my housemates, and then
we started a Messenger group after that. (Rachel)
This Facebook group also allowed future housemates to ﬁnd
those who had been offered accommodation in nearby ﬂats,
thereby building up awider virtual community around the physical
location of their new homes:
We would all post our ﬂat details so we would get to meet other
ﬂatmates or people staying near you, so yea that was really good
because you get to know people a little beforehand. (Vanessa)
This allowed the students to engage in some practical pre-
arrival activities to make the transition easier:
We talked about what I was bringing andwhat she was bringing, so
we could help each other out and share certain stuff. And in general
it made it a lot less awkward before actually meeting face-to-face.
(Brittany)
Importantly, the pre-arrival contact helped new students to
reduce some of the uncertainties about their forthcoming experi-
ence and helped them gain a sense that they would meet
compatible people with similar interests:
The girl I met was quite similar to me, so when we got speaking it
felt like we'd known each other for a long time. So for me it was
good to know that I felt like I had already known someone before I
had even moved to uni … I didn't expect to be best friends, but we
just hit it off straight away and we're moving in together next year.
So Facebook really helped our relationship grow. (Vanessa)
We should note, however, that SM exchanges prior to actually
meeting face-to-face were often problematic. We know that people
will pre-judge new acquaintances on the basis of their online
proﬁles, a process that can result in false or inaccurate mis-
conceptions (Tuch, Presslaber, St€ocklin, Opwis, & Bargas-Avila,
2012), and this was apparent in our ﬁndings:
I was really keen to know who I was living with, but then I think
you can prejudge people a bit too much from it. So with [friends
name], I saw that she was from a private school down south, she's
well-travelled, so I was a bit nervous that we won't have much in
common. But actually we just clicked and we get on really well.
(Maria)We found plenty of evidence that the students were using SM to
make very early social comparisons. In keeping with the ﬁndings of
Pempek et al. (2009) and Subrahmanyam et al. (2008), we heard
narratives from participants about their investigations of other
students before joining university and continuing during the next
ﬁve weeks at university. As Trottier (2012) points out, on SM we
have the opportunity to be a subject, as well as an agent of
surveillance.
Most of our students recognised that the SM personas they
encountered prior to coming to university might be misleading.
Indeed, our participants had sometimes ‘edited’ their own posts
and acknowledged that others might do the same, recognizing that
self-presentation is important (Chua & Chang, 2016; Marder et al.,
2016) and that people generally like to make themselves look good
(Leary & Kowalski, 1990; Wang et al., 2016). Participant's ‘cleaned’
their SM proﬁles in various ways:
Social media gives you the ability to edit everything you post and
make everything seem amazing. I remember I spent a day when I
just came to university where I deleted all the photos that I'm not
pretty in. I'm pretty conscious about what I post on social media,
because I do care how I come across, especially new people at uni.
(Nicole)
I think I manage my social media quite well anyway, but I did clear
every ugly photo of myself before I came to university … You just
never know how judgmental people can be and you can soon feel
exposed and vulnerable if you let people see every photo of you or
all those childhood photos of you. They might make a judgment of
you before they even get a chance to meet you. (Patience)
It was clear that SM meant that the process of ‘meeting for the
ﬁrst time’ involved preparation over days or weeks rather than over
amatter of hours as is typical with a face-to-face meeting. This then
led to further tensions as students had to live up to the promises
they had made online:
I've deﬁnitely become more vain as I have come to university, so I
make sure every post of myself shows the best side of myself …
Because that's how they [new university friends] get to know you.
(Patience)
I was a bit worried about who was in the ﬂat, and things like that,
because you've never seen them before, and all you can see is what
they look like on Facebook, and obviously that's a really one-sided
view to take of someone. (Alexis)
Facebook was seen as a SM platform where self management
was imperative, particularly in this adjustment stage. Conse-
quently, some of our participants were very cautious in the use of
SM during these early transitional weeks as they preferred to wait
and see what the ofﬂine, face-to-face interaction would bring:
It took me time to establish my university friends … I don't think
social media is the best platform to form new friendships. I think
that takes time and you need face-to-face interaction. If you rely
solely on social media, then I think it becomes false way to form a
new friendship. I much preferred doing that in person and going to
the pub to watch the rugby or meeting up after games and things
like that. (Henry)
Many of our participants expressed reservations regarding their
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out a poor foundation for a friendship by highlighting only themost
attractive elements of themselves. The majority of the participants
showed signs of what Goffman (1959) referred to as the ‘adjusted
self’ during times of transition by holding back their typical online
behaviour until the new rules of interaction have been established.
Inevitably, this meant that in their early interactions, the students
were sometimes uncomfortable in their new selvese believing that
in their ofﬂine behaviours, they were being forced to live up to the
promise of their online personas:
I don't really post loads of stuff, but when I do I want people to
know that I have a social life, and I don't stay in my room all the
time, even though I do …We want to paint this perfect picture of
our life online, because it's not so perfect in the real world. So we
feel the need to show-off online to cover up the not so perfect life
away from social media. (Yolanda)
But also they felt the need to modify their online behaviours so
as not to be misunderstood:
It's a bit difﬁcult to talk to new people who you don't really know
on social media. I think you have to try harder because stuff can
come across in the wrong way. My best friend from back home on
Facebook would know the way I mean stuff because we have been
friends for 7 years. But with somebody I didn't know, you have to be
really careful how you say stuff. (Maria)
This was important to our student participants. Their SM ac-
tivities at this time were very typical of what one would expect in
the early stages of relationship building, where some self-
disclosure plays an important part. As Altman and Taylor (1973)
have noted, at the start of a relationship, people are more
cautious and typically only talk about one or two areas of their life
e sticking to fairly superﬁcial conversations until the relationship
develops. Of course, in these early stages, the opportunities for
misunderstanding or misinterpretation are manifold and this im-
pacts on SM usage:
I felt like in the ﬁrst couple of weeks you had to sort of justify
yourself to people more, and put on more of an act for people. And
so because of that you are always conscious whether these people
actually like you, or whether they're just hanging around with you
because you're in the same friendship group. (Brooke)
The students were clearly conscious of the lack of any real in-
timacy between friends and recognised the need to be careful in
their posting. Lee et al. (2013) have written about the perceived
risks of sharing information on SM in a life transitional context, and
we see the same effects in our study, particularlywhen sharing new
personal content on SM at the start of the university year (see also
Sleeper et al., 2016):
Back at my old school, I wasn't really conscious about what I put on
social media, because everyone knows me for what I am. But since
coming to uni I feel I am very conscious about what I now put on
social media because of all these new people following me. (Kaden)
There was a clear evidence that participants were biding their
time before they felt comfortable sharing personal SM content
online e a ﬁnding entirely in keeping with the literature on
friendship formation and the social penetration model (e.g. Altman
& Taylor, 1973; Hsu, Ju, Yen, & Chang, 2007; Utz, 2015), which
suggests some hesitation about making important disclosures inthe early stages of friendship. In the later weeks, we began to see
new patterns of disclosure, as the students began to share more
about themselves.
I was just so much more relaxed [in the later weeks] and enjoying
my time at uni. And this was also the ﬁrst week where I uploaded
uni photos on Facebook, which was quite a big thing forme, and the
fact that it took me until week 5 to upload anything, I think just
shows how difﬁcult my journey has been so far and how long it has
taken me to settle. [So] it deﬁnitely shifts to more university related
stuff as you work through the boards. So at the start I put up a
Instagram of all my friends from back home, but now or in the later
weeks, it would be an Instagram of my new ﬂat or my new uni-
versity friends. (Maria)
The kinds of identity work undertaken by our participants
changed over time and some forms of open self-disclosure were
slower to emerge. This was clearly the case for a student who
suffered from anxiety and depression:
I wasn't that bothered about my ﬂatmates knowing that I had
depression, but I didn't want them to feel that I was a burden. I
didn't want them to be like, “Are you okay?” and making me food
and stuff. So I was putting it on [Tumblr and my blog] instead so
that they thought that I was okay. [But more recently] there is a lot
more stuff on Facebook about depression and anxiety. Like I feel a
lot more comfortable posting about it on there now. (Samantha)
Samantha's use of different forms of SM for different purposes
illustrates the transitional period. Before forming strong ofﬂine
relationships, she restricted her posts about her struggles to a less
visible platform, but once she had assimilated more into her new
environment, she was more comfortable using Facebook to do this.
Throughout the study, Facebook was seen as a performance zone.
Thus, it was important to announce one's new student identity on
SM. The delay in many of our respondents fully expressing their
new life through SM platforms was due to this process of assimi-
lation where they were managing their transition from their old to
new lives. Facebook seemed to be used less as a tool to aid tran-
sitioning, but more of a signal of assimilation, while some other SM
platforms were used as aids to support students through a more
difﬁcult transition (such as Twitter, Tumblr, or WhatsApp).
Other identity changes were more commonplace. For example,
many of the students recognised that the transition to university
was, in part, about creating a new ‘student identity’. For many, this
was an important status change that should be reﬂected in their SM
proﬁle:
If you list something on your Facebook page, like your relationship
status then it deﬁnitely feels more ofﬁcial, and it's the same when
you list your educational status. So saying I am a studying at the
University of [anon] felt more real because you are like telling the
whole world ‘I'm ofﬁcially a student now’. (Yolanda)
However, participants had different views on what it meant to
be a student and also these perceptions were subject to change
during these early weeks. For some, being a student required a
strong responsibility to focus on their academic studies:
Having that ﬁrst assignment, making you going to the library and
search for articles and see how it was the student life and every-
thing. I think the third week was the week that I started to feel like a
student. (Lauryn)
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Others saw the value in joining or creating new university so-
cieties in order to feel included within university life:
I started my own society in the ﬁfth week with my ﬂatmate, which
is basically a new dance group society, where people can learn how
to dance Hip Hop. So we organise classes and socials and nights out
and stuff. We also had to create a Facebook page for it, a Twitter
page, and just generally advertise what we do. So yea it was pretty
cool to runmy own society and get involved with university life that
way. (Kaden)
Interestingly, however, for some respondents, joining the ‘stu-
dent’ community required demonstrating signs of maturity and
gaining independence as an individual. For example, eating healthy
and preparing your own food was indicative of being successful at
university as well as showing signs of integration:
When I started cooking on my own, I wasn't that good and I didn't
know what to do or what to put in food. But I did get better and I
was really proud of the meals I cooked here, so I was taking pictures
to send to my mother back home. I wanted to show her that I am
keeping healthy. I think it's a sign on my independence and me
growing up as a person, saying to back home that I can survive on
my own. (Nicole)
When you think of food and uni, you think of kebabs and chips at
three in the morning. But we were all very keen to cook food
properly, discussing [on SM] what recipes would work. When you
post about it, you're saying to your parents ‘I can cook, I am doing
it, I am adulting properly, I am settling in at university, and I can
take care of myself’. (Brooke)
Finally, some of the ‘identity work’ was about the transition to a
new city or even new country.
I think everyone has this ceremonious “I have moved to my new
city” on their Facebook. I think it is a nice thing to do to say, “I have
moved and be proud of me.” (Charlie)
For the international students, this transition had its own
particular challenges. For example, they would often face
communication barriers in real time and many felt they could be
more articulate on SM, where the asynchronous nature of the
communication allowed them to take care in self-expression:
Social media is one of the easiest things where you can ﬁnd new
friends, especially for foreign students. Because you can call people,
message them, and you can make things grammatically correct
before you send them stuff. (Michelle)
Thus SM was seen as offering the opportunity to alleviate po-
tential awkwardness in future face-to-face situations (Indian &
Grieve, 2014). For non-UK students, it was very much about
trying to adapt as quickly as possible, which meant learning to
adopt new SM practices commonly used in the UK to integrate into
a new community:
I was quite wary about using Facebook because I'm not used to it
and I didn't really know what I was doing. So I was quite conscious
as to what people are going to think about me if I share something
that's perhaps not funny even though I ﬁnd it funny. (Ruby)[SM usage] deﬁnitely increased since I have moved to university,
especially Facebook. Back home in Germany all my friends didn't
really use Facebook, we would just text each other, but here it's just
the main source of communication. When I joined the different
sports clubs all the detail was posted online and you had to sign up
for everything online. And because of that everyone else is also on
Facebook connected to these groups, so it became a very good
channel of communicating, meeting up with people, knowing when
classes are on, stuff like that. (Anna)
Some of the students claimed they still posted in their native
language, but others quickly realized that in order to integrate, they
would need to post to SM in English:
The language also changed because I used to post in Chinese but
when I moved to the UK, I posted in English. (Patience)
Yes, and the thing is, that we are talking in Lithuanian and Polish
language and you would actually not understand anything so it
was pointless to post it. (Nathan)
These overseas students identiﬁed Facebook as an important
means of adapting to UK university community culture. Both home
and overseas students recognised that they still had two audiences,
but overseas students were more likely to use different SM plat-
forms for these different audiences so that they could target their
communications more effectively:
I used Path as a way to keep in touch with friends back home, but
nobody here knows what it is … It's a bit like Instagram and
Foursquare- it's really big in Asia. It was a great way to keep in
touch with my Indonesian friends, particularly early on when I ﬁrst
moved to [university] and I wasn't quite settled. But gradually I
found myself using more Facebook, Instagram, and Snapchat to
communicate with my friends here. It was pointless to use Path
because nobody knows what it is. (Ruby)4.3. Integration- maintenance of old identity whilst embracing a
new one
As we have seen, the students spend a signiﬁcant amount of
time adjusting to their new lives at university, utilising on and
ofﬂine resources in order to establish a new identity that would
reﬂect who they wanted to be in this new environment. In this
section we consider how the students began to think about how to
integrate their old and new lives. The data presented here speaks of
the students' need to disclose their ‘true’ identity, and their desire
to reconcile the needs of people at university and those left at
home. This results not in one single identity, but two- and the
following quotes demonstrate how students come to be more
comfortable with managing the two identities across audiences at
home and university. Sometimes this was simply about addressing
the pragmatics of things like time-differences. International stu-
dents, for example, realized that they needed to think about more
than which platform to use to connect with friends and family, but
that different time zones also posed a challenge when trying to
integrate old and new lives:
I have to think about the time difference between here and Hong
Kong. So I want to make sure that if I do post something that my
friends back home can see it and its not lost at the bottom of a
newsfeed, where it won't get many ‘likes’. So coming to the UK did
make me think about what I should post and when. (Patience)
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of the new student identity. As we've seen, using SM to showcase
their new academic life, acquiring a job, forming part of a university
society, the ability to cook, signs of maturity and independence, and
so on, was crucial to inheriting a student identity, and indicative of
maturing as an individual. It was also important to communicate
this new transformed identity with connections back home, so as to
reassure them about successful integration:
I'm from Manchester so my scenery changed completely and that
was a photo [of the Quayside] to summarise where I live now and to
show everyone back home … My mum was distraught for a good
month so I tried to post as many pictures as I could so she could see
I was having a good time because her worst thought was me just
sat in my room by myself crying. I think my mum enjoyed seeing
stuff like this because she realised that I was okay and I was going
to be okay. (Lena)
We also see evidence that the students will edit their SM in
order to show more conservative posts to those back home:
I don't like posting pictures from nights out, because I don't like my
family seeing them. Because I don't like them seeing me in states
like that, so I keep those things on my phone. I will post a picture if
it's family friendly, on Instagram. A lot of my family doesn't approve
of drinking. (Rachel)
This presentation of different elements of self to different au-
diences is, as we've seen, well rehearsed in Goffman's work, but it
also reﬂects the way that disclosure loyalties shift from family to
peers in adolescence (Guerrero & Aﬁﬁ, 1995). While many of our
participants were performing happy, healthy adulthood to reassure
friends and family at home, other participants adopted different
strategies in order to engagewith the new student community. One
student in particular deliberately performed a change of persona on
their SM proﬁles to construct their imagined student identity:
Before this ﬁrst week, I was just a normal person on social media. I
posted pictures of my cats and stuff, but then when I came to
university that died down quite a lot and I sort of dropped that
image of me. I wanted people to think ‘oh she is someone I want to
go out on a night out with’. You can see it's all nights out, pre-drinks
I went to and partying in clubs and stuff. I wanted people to think
that I was the life and soul of the party. I don't think I posted
anything on Facebook that was about home because I didn't want
to come across as boring. (Sara)
Here, Sara imagines a successful student community in
conjunction with partying, socialising, and utilising SM to increase
her social capital (e.g. Ellison et al., 2007; Wellman et al., 2001). In
doing so, she drops her family side completely, and utilises SM
technologies to keep her new and old communities separate, which
also resonated with another participant:
For the ﬁrst week my parents said, “For the ﬁrst two or three weeks
you shouldn't call us, you should try your best to get away from
home life.” I have completely gone against that now, but back then I
did spend the ﬁrst few weeks not really talking to people from
home. (Charlie)
These forms of self-censorship are understandable, but they are
conducted at some psychological cost and we can see in the later
weeks of our study that participants then struggled to reconciledifferent versions of themselves as they became more comfortable
with friends. We only really began to see hints of successful inte-
grationwhen there was ofﬂine integration e e.g. when participants
talked about uniting their friends from home with newly made
housemates- usually by inviting old friends to stay at university:
One of the main things that happened that week was my friend
from Edinburgh came down for the weekend. It had only been two
weeks and wemet again. Wewent out to a few bars. It was just nice
to see an old friend again. I put those on Facebook just to show that
I am still friends with my old friends. I like doing that old and new
thing. (Charlie)
That fourth post is about my best friend coming up to see me for the
ﬁrst time. We're just saying we can't wait to see each other, because
we were texting every day and ringing each other every single day,
but it's not the same as being with them. (Abigail)
Very occasionally, we would see our students thinking ahead
about the need for integration in the longer-term. One example is
particularly salient e and concerns a student whowas struggling to
deal with the death of a sister and suffered from anxiety and
depressive thoughts. She found the opportunity for honest SM
disclosure in advance of meeting new people to be a huge positive:
My sister passed away a couple of years ago and I always ﬁnd it's
best to tell people before I meet them. But sometimes people ﬁnd it
really awkward when I just randomly bring it up. So I try and tell
people beforehand, because then it gives them a chance to process
it themselves. I ﬁnd that I'm a lot more eloquent online. I might have
found it hard to say to people in person… “Oh, yes, my sister passed
away a couple of years ago.” Whereas online it gives people time to
reﬂect on it and stuff. (Samantha)4.4. Social media use and transition difﬁculties
Most students welcomed the convenience of SM in making in-
troductions, but also worried about some of the social comparison
processes taking place online. Herewe found a very damaging cycle
for any student who was struggling in the early weeks as they felt
both the need to ‘look happy’ in their own posts, but were then
inundated with similarly ‘happy’ posts from others. Particularly
notable was the feeling that they couldn't share their true feelings
online:
For me social media was really really helpful during the transition
and meeting new people beforehand and getting rid of that
awkwardness when you ﬁrst meet one another. But you do have to
make sure you're not totally wrapped up in social media, because I
felt for quite a lot of people, they were trying to maintain this
pretense of looking like they're having fun, but actually they're not.
(Brooke)
So usually I just post things where I'm feeling happy, like I'm going
out for dinner, I'm hanging out with my friends, but I don't really
post stuff when I'm feeling down, because I don't want people back
home seeing that … I felt that I needed to show-off to my friends
back home to show that I'm having an amazing time. (Ruby).
It is interesting to note such pressures, particularly in light of
research that suggests that upward social comparisons (the
perception that other people are doing better than oneself) might
be associated with depression and feelings of failure (Feinstein
et al., 2013; Jang, Park, & Song, 2016; Steers, Wickham, & Acitelli,
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pretend that they were settling in well, even when they were
experiencing difﬁculties including homesickness and anxiety about
making new friendships, dealing with difﬁcult ﬂatmates and
coping with the demands of their course. Some speciﬁc examples
will illustrate this point. Firstly, let us consider Maria, who had
brieﬂy dropped out of university due to problems with her new
housemates, before re-registering and moving into different
accommodation:
I was very reserved about putting stuff up about missing home. I
did occasionally, but on the whole I refrained from doing that,
especially in fresher's week even though I was missing home like
mad … I just didn't want my family back home to be worried I
guess, but then not being able to talk about it on social media made
it worse and you felt even more isolated. I momentarily dropped
out, pretty much stopped using social media altogether. I didn't
want this sort of stuff being seen on Twitter or social media
generally for that matter. (Maria)
We see a similar story with Sara, who also experienced ac-
commodation struggles and experienced a number of anxieties
about being judged by her close peers:
I represented myself, especially on the Facebook posts, as someone
who I'm maybe not when you get to know me as a person. The
majority of my boards are from posts on Facebook and me going on
nights out and partying and portraying myself as that sort of per-
son. It didn't show that I didn't get into any accommodation on
campus, and it didn't show that bad side and that my accommo-
dation was awful. I don't think I wanted other people to see me
struggle and I didn't want other people to think that of me ….
Especially to distant family members and even my parents, I didn't
want them to see me struggle. I just wanted them to check on
Facebook and see that I'm having fun. (Sara)
Not all of the struggles were tied to accommodation. In some
cases students experienced problems with the academic aspects of
their work, or struggled to make friends with others on their same
course. Two students provide a case in point - Rachel and Brittany,
both of whom struggled to integrate with coursemates, although
for different reasons, Rachel because of the lack of an ofﬂine group
that was course speciﬁc and Brittany because she'd changed course
after the ﬁrst week at university and struggled to integrate
subsequently:
I didn't really feel connected to my course mates, because we didn't
have a society, like the Law Society, so I didn't feel like there was
any way for us to meet. I wished that we had a society at the start of
fresher's, because I think I would have felt more comfortable with
my course mates. (Rachel)
It was really rushed to ﬁnd a new course. I was also quite sad about
leaving some of the friends I'd made on the [old] course. So I
remember that week being really stressful and kind of tainted my
time at [university]. I think I was ringing my parents at like three in
the morning… So I decided to go home the weekend after to talk to
my parents … [But] I still don't think I've settled from an academic
perspective… If I'd done another [Pinterest] board of the last week,
I think it would be all of home… I don't knowmany people because
I joined the course late and everyone has formed their own little
friendship groups. (Brittany)
This raises some interesting questions about the extent towhich
SM can only really support assimilation and integration processes ifthe ofﬂine processes of community building are working well.
When we consider both accommodation and course integration, it
becomes clear that those students who are lucky and placed with a
compatible group (liking those they live with or those they sit with
in class) generally do well. The others often struggle to repair an
early setback and SM doesn't seem like the right tool to ﬁx these
problems. In many cases some kind of face-to-face intervention is
required, but not always available. In addition, for some students,
SM can actually act to hold back the process of assimilation:
Social media has actually made it worse at times. My friendship
group at home has a big Facebook group chat so they are all always
chatting away on this group about what they're getting up to in
[city]. So when they post pictures of being all together it's just a
constant reminder of what you're missing at home. (Brittany)
This is when my boyfriend came up to visit me for the ﬁrst time. So
he was really wanting me to hammer home to people on social
media that I had a boyfriend. So I put quite a lot of pictures up. I was
trying to do well in university and still maintain my social re-
lationships back home and it was really hard to balance.
(Samantha)
Clearly, in times of transition and particularly for those experi-
encing difﬁculties with that transition, SM has proved to be a
double-edged sword. That said, we should note that not all forms of
SM were viewed in the same way. For example, while Facebook
could sometimes exacerbate feelings of loneliness and isolation,
some students found that Twitter offered an outlet that allowed
people to be more open and honest:
I was struggling with my emotions quite a lot- whether I wanted to
be here or not. I tweeted it. Most of my closest friends are on
Twitter. They are having the same struggles as you. So I think being
able to look and see people tweeting, seeing people say the same
sort of things as you, you know you're not the only one struggling.
(Alexis)
Interestingly, Facebook and Instagram provided greater chal-
lenges in terms of theway they collapsed audiences and blurred the
boundaries between family, friends, work colleagues, and so forth.
We found that the students were more careful disclosing private
matters or personal worries and concerns on those platforms.
However, for more serious matters and potential emergencies, our
students inevitably turned to ofﬂine interactions for immediate
support.5. Final discussion and conclusions
We began our study with a focus on two ways in which SMmay
have a strong role to play for students making the transition to
university. Firstly, we talked of the kinds of identity work at play in
SM and the comparison processes that can undermine or support
an individual who is judging their place in the new social order.
Secondly, we talked about the role of technology in community
building and reﬂected on the ways that students are encouraged to
develop and share a SM presence in the weeks prior to coming to
university and in the period thereafter. Our study also set out to
explore the demands of balancing online and ofﬂine communities,
and the management of ‘context collapse’ on SM for new university
students. In pulling together the thematic analysis we were struck
by the importance of different stages in the transition to a new
community and described in some detail the way SM was used to
support three different stages of afﬁrmation, assimilation, and
integration. These phases have been identiﬁed as prevalent when
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living abroad (Mao & Shen, 2015), and we can see similarities be-
tween themes in the literature on people coping with accultura-
tion- the maintenance of connections to the past, as well as
assimilationwith new environments (see Lingel et al., 2014; Zhang,
Jiang, & Carroll, 2012). In the following section, we will say a little
more about how identity work and community building plays out
across the three stages of afﬁrmation, assimilation, and integration.
Firstly, we can see clearly that the need to both afﬁrm identity
with a previous community and to create a new identity and loy-
alties to a new community can create a number of tensions. In
related work, young adults expressed concern with building and
adding to an online persona, and the implications for shaping
digital identity (Orzech et al., 2016). We are reminded here of the
work of Goffman (1959) in articulating the need for an individual to
perform on different and discrete social stages and theway that this
then translates in SM terms into the problems we experience in
managing different aspects of self when different SMworlds collide
(Marwick & Boyd, 2010). Indeed, impression management was
evident for our new students, and caused them to think about their
use of SM in the lead up to, and the ﬁrst fewweeks of student life, to
ensure they posted or tailored their details to convey a particular
impression to others- even if this impression was not of their
authentic self (Schoenebeck et al., 2016). However, the motivations
for such impression management were complex as our participants
wanted to afﬁrm connections to their previous life while assimi-
lating into their new life. They carefully managed their belonging to
their new place through photographs of their new city or university
as well as changing social media to conﬁrm their student status,
while taking care over their posts involving other people.
One thing that emerges from our own study is the way that the
temporal dimensions of context collapse are changing. So, for
example, it is relatively new for universities to encourage fresher's
to enroll on their SM platform to learn about their new housemates
or course colleagues in advance. Does this ease the transition to
university? In some ways it may help to reduce uncertainty, but it
also brings social comparison processes forward, beginning before
the university term starts. We can see clear evidence, in our own
data, that these comparison processes are a little fraught. At a time
when individuals should be celebrating and afﬁrming the life they
currently lead, they are also trying to ‘tweak’ their SM proﬁles such
that they look a little better to an outsider. A single identity is no
longer feasible or desirable (Belk, 2014) and the celebration of an
established life is taintedwith the thought that this might not stand
up to scrutiny. This can result in anxieties tied to the presentation of
self - a phenomenon already seen in ofﬂine communication
(Baumeister, Tice, & Hutton, 1989), but now emerging online
(Grieve & Watkinson, 2016).
Note that this process is similar to, but also markedly different
from the process of online dating, whereby people can review the
SM proﬁles of other people before meeting face to face. Online
dating is also fraught with identity management issues (Zytko,
Grandhi, & Jones, 2014), but at least it gives participants the op-
tion to ‘opt-out’. However, our students cannot alter the outcome of
these early peer ‘previews’ - their course mates and the roommates
are already ﬁxed and an ultimate face-to-face relationship is
inevitable. In the examples where we do see tensions arise with
living situations, the result may be at best a change of residence,
and at worst, a factor in the decision to leave university.
In subsequent weeks, where students are seeking to integrate
with their new communities, the management of two disparate SM
identities takes on a different challenge e as people try to play to at
least two audiences upon one stage. Again, there is a temporal
component to this. For international students, the challenge of
balancing home and university identities is helped by the fact thatthey are acting in two different time-zones and we found many
examples in which students would carefully consider the time of
day that posts were made in order to play ﬁrst to one audience and
then the other- something which has caused exhaustion for others
in studies of cultural transitions (Lingel et al., 2014). We note that
whilst we use the term ‘social media’ to describe the kind of plat-
forms students use to manage their online identities, it is clear from
our data that different SM sites are employed strategically in
different ways. As we have highlighted, Facebook was often used as
the broader platform to reach out to a wider audience once
comfortable with new friends, whereas more nuanced SM such as
Tumblr and Twitter allowed students to ensure different audiences
received different information in times of crisis.
For all students, the transition to university involved some self-
editing and this was accompanied by a range of anxieties about
whether or not they would ﬁt in. Early impressions did not always
reﬂect the ‘authentic self’ and the pressure to appear successful and
happy brought its own pressures. Recent work exploring self pre-
sentation on Facebook has highlighted there are psychological
beneﬁts to being authentic on Facebook (Grieve & Watkinson,
2016; Reinecke & Trepte, 2014), yet we saw a number of dispar-
ities between participants' true selves and their Facebook selves,
possibly affecting psychological health. Many of our participants
were lonely or homesick at points during these early weeks and for
some, particularly those who had unsuccessful accommodation or
course experiences, these feelings were acute. Yet few felt that they
could meaningfully share this with others. There is an emerging
body of research which focuses on transient loneliness (e.g. Lawson,
Vines, Wilson, Barnett, & Barreto, 2014) dealing with those, such as
university students, who are temporarily separated from their
home community. We feel that further work in this space would be
worthwhile as the success of such a transition may contribute to
feelings of loneliness in young people at a time when they are at
their most vulnerable. From our work we are now beginning to
question whether the university induction model, as it stands, is
the most appropriate for young people who heavily rely on SM for
guidance and making friends.
We recognise there are some limitations to our study, and also
avenues for future research. Our method to engage with partici-
pants by ﬁrstly asking them to curate their experiences on a Pin-
terest platform was novel, and ensured that our data were not tied
to any one speciﬁc SM account or type of action and that our in-
terviewswere based on exchanges that genuinely took place during
the six week transition period (i.e. were not entirely retrospective).
However, the interviews themselves did take place 4 months after
the start of university, and relied on students own curation of their
most ‘valuable’ social media posts’- it may be helpful in future
studies of this type to recruit participants to ‘pin’ their SM content
at the start of the period of interest rather than ask them to pin
retrospectively.
In the next stage of our workwewill use this analysis to design a
set of near-future university induction scenarios. We plan to use
these in a series of workshops that will help us to further explore
digital solutions to the issues facing new students. We also plan to
collate SM use in the ﬁnal six weeks of university where students
may be preparing for yet another transition e to the world of work
or further study.
In conclusion, this study contributes to a growing body of work
on the ways that young people use SM to manage their identities-
at a stage where they are undergoing a period of adjustment and
identity management. In recent years, this work has started to
show that young people are quite accomplished at juggling iden-
tities and maintaining their privacy, although they are still
vulnerable when there is context collapse between online and
ofﬂine selves or between different versions of self on different SM
L. Thomas et al. / Computers in Human Behavior 76 (2017) 541e553552platforms. We found particular social pressures at play in the pre-
sentation of self during times of transition- most worrying of these
was the sense that the ‘authentic self’ could not emerge too early in
the process of transition. We found a number of young people
struggling to make the transitionwork, but not having the personal
resources available (online or ofﬂine) to seek help within the new
community.
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